Abstract A number of measures, stemming from nonlinear dynamics, exist to estimate complexity of biomedical objects. In most cases they are appropriate, but sometimes unconventional measures, more suited for specific objects, are needed to perform the task. In our present work, we propose three new complexity measures to quantify complexity of topographic closed loops of alpha carrier frequency phase potentials (CFPP) of healthy humans in wake and drowsy states. EEG of ten adult individuals was recorded in both states, using a 14-channel montage. For each subject and each state, a topographic loop (circular directed graph) was constructed according to CFPP values. Circular complexity measure was obtained by summing angles which directed graph edges (arrows) form with the topographic center. Longitudinal complexity was defined as the sum of all arrow lengths, while intersecting complexity was introduced by counting the number of intersections of graph edges. Wilcoxon's signed-ranks test was used on the sets of these three measures, as well as on fractal dimension values of some loop properties, to test differences between loops obtained in wake vs. drowsy. While fractal dimension values were not significantly different, longitudinal and intersecting complexities, as well as anticlockwise circularity, were significantly increased in drowsy.
Introduction
Similar to vacuum in physics, resting state of the brain is not very Bresting,^but is in fact a very dynamical state, teeming with activity [5, 8, 18] . From the signal analysis and system theory point of view, it would be very useful to reveal, in as great detail as possible, laws and regularities associated with its operation, since then it would become easier to discern this fundamental state from other, more activated ones, as well as to detect and diagnose various neurological and psychiatric disorders. In this sense, temporal complexity of different measured parameters or signals could serve as a very important tool, as it is proved to be sensitive to changes of states of complex systems which generate them [1] . Complexity measures are constantly attracting increasing attention. Attempts were made to use them as a tool to differentiate various sleep stages [2, 6, 22, 35, 38, 39] , psychiatric disorders [16] , different mental states [21, 24] , etc. In an extensive study, Šušmáková and Krakovská [35] analyzed 818 measures derived from polysomnographic recordings of 20 healthy subjects and compared automatic with visual scoring of sleep stages. The most difficult distinction was between S1 and REM, where by using electromyogram fractal exponent, a classification error of 23% was achieved, while EEG power ratio of delta and beta regions was most successful in discerning between wake and deep sleep (classification error 1%). An interesting study was done by Weiss et al. [39] , where spatiotemporal analysis of mono-and multifractal properties of human sleep EEG showed higher values of the Hurst exponent, H, in NREM4 than in NREM2 and REM stages, while the range of fractal spectra, dD, showed an opposite trend. In their following work [38] , the authors compared fractal and power spectral EEG characteristics across different sleep stages and topographic locations. The result was that cross-correlations between fractal and spectral measures, and between H and dD, were dependent both on topographic location and on the specific sleep stage, while the best sleep stage classification was achieved by estimating dD in temporal EEG channels. In a recent work, Ma et al. [22] used fractal and entropy measures to study sleep EEG and, by comparing them to linear spectral methods, concluded that they are superior due to the fact that human EEG is neither linear nor stationary. In a review article by Boostani et al. [6] , five different approaches were chosen from previous research papers to be tested on a public EEG dataset. They concluded that entropy of wavelet coefficients, together with random forest classifier, showed the best results, yielding 88.66% accuracy on healthy and 66.96% on a patient group.
In our previous works, we were trying to implement both linear [12] and nonlinear [4, 13] methods to study topographical changes that appear in the scalp EEG in healthy adult humans during the transition from wakefulness to drowsiness. However, in all these applications, as is most frequently the case, mostly temporal complexity was studied. In our present work, we try to quantify complexity of the derived topographical structures, rather than of temporal signals. These contain an abundant quantity of samples, which makes quantification of their complexity easier, and several methods were developed for measuring it [9, 11, 14, 28] . Performances of some of them have also been compared [7] . However, it became increasingly clear that adequate methods, applicable to short signal segments, were also necessary [30] . In our attempt to solve this problem, we proposed a new algorithm [10] , termed Bnormalized length density" (NLD), for estimating complexity (fractal dimension, FD) of signals with a very limited number of samples (N, typically being of the order of tens). We demonstrated a greater accuracy of the new measure over Higuchi's FD for short signals (N < 30). This time, we shall try to implement this procedure on short non-temporal sets of data in order to elucidate whether complexity of spontaneous, resting topographic sequence of alpha EEG phases is altered during the transition from wakefulness to drowsiness in adult healthy humans. In parallel, we shall introduce three new, unconventional measures of complexity, not derived from nonlinear dynamics and suited to closed polygonal loops with fixed vertex positions. In our approach, vertices correspond to topographical electrode positions, while EEG channels are connected according to the order of phases. To achieve this, we used the carrier frequency (CF) model of alpha EEG oscillations [12] . This particular model is appropriate because a unique carrier frequency for each individual allows us to relate carrier frequency phase shifts (CFPS) to temporal intervals and carrier frequency phase potentials (CFPP, a derived quantity) to a temporal order which defines the sequence of EEG channels (i.e., electrode locations) visited by a particular phase of alpha waves.
Methods

Subjects and data preparation
Results presented in this work were obtained on the same set of EEG data as the one initially recorded for automatic recognition of drowsiness [37] and later analyzed in our previous works [4, 10, 12, 13] . Hence, here we shall give only main information about the subjects, measuring conditions and data acquisition, while all other details are contained in these references.
Our measurements were performed in accordance with the medical ethical standards. All subjects signed the informed consent form approved by the local ethical committee. Seven male and three female adult healthy subjects participated in the experiments. Their age was 25-35 (mean 28) years, they were of normal intelligence and without mental disorders, and all passed a neurological screening. The recordings were done so that they were positioned to lie in a dark room with their eyes closed-standard eyes closed no-task condition. A neurologist was monitoring their state of alertness in order to prevent them from falling asleep beyond S1 of NREM sleep. The participants have not been taking any medicine and were not previously subjected to any deviation from their circadian cycles or sleep deprivation. There were 14 locations of EEG electrodes (F7, F8, T3, T4, T5, T6, F3, F4, C3,  C4, P3, P4, O1 , and O2) according to the International 10-20 System. The applied montage was average reference with a sampling frequency of 256 samples/s. Signals were band pass filtered between 0.5 and 70 Hz (with a software 50 Hz notch). Artifacts were removed manually based on a visual inspection. Classification into wake and drowsy periods was performed independently by two neurologists. For each participant there was 30 min of EEG recording. Their level of alertness varied during that period, and typically during the first 10-15 min they did not get drowsy, so it was not possible to use that EEG signal to extract drowsy periods. The rest of recording, after removing noisy parts, consisted of a mixture or alert, drowsy and S1 state. From this period, neurologists identified 5 min of continuous EEG with a mixture of drowsy and alert states. For further analysis, we used only signal sequences for which both experts agreed as being either clearly awake or drowsy. For the final processing, we selected most clear epochs amounting to 60 s for each state and each subject. Numerical analyses were done with our original programs in MATLAB, version 7.10.0.499, R2010a.
Data analysis
According to the procedure explained in detail previously [12] , CF model of alpha EEG activity was applied in order to measure alpha CFPS (denoted in Eqs. (1)- (4) as Δφ c ) between all possible 91 pairs of channels
where A c1,i , A c2,i , φ c1,i and φ c2,i stand for amplitude and initial phase of the ith Fourier component (FC) of EEG channels c1 and c2, respectively. This equation can be further reduced to
where a c1,i , a c2,i , b c1,i , and b c2,i denote real and imaginary parts of the ith FC of signals c1 and c2 respectively, while k1 and k2 stand for the lowest and highest order of FC from the alpha frequency region. Since analyzed signals consisted of 60 1-s epochs, the applied Fourier epoch had the same value, resulting in frequency resolution of 1 Hz. For each individual, it was the shape of the mean amplitude spectrum, averaged across the set of 14 EEG channel spectra (not shown), that determined parameters k1 and k2 in Eqs. (1) and (2) . Namely, as individuals' central peak frequencies were 10, 10, 9, 12, 11, 12, 9, 10, 10, and 12 Hz, respectively, and since all observed alpha peaks had similar width (~4 Hz), we set the frequency region to be ± 2 Hz around each central frequency. We did not apply any windowing in time domain in order to preserve amplitude of the alpha oscillation along the whole epoch. From the set of 91 CFPS values, one can extract information about the order of alpha CF phases of all 14 EEG channels, by using the concept of carrier frequency phase potential, CFPP, calculated as:
In case of small CFPS values, Φ p (ci) reduces to the form:
This is a suitable form to explain how all channels form an order according to their Φ p values. Because of the antisymmetric nature of phase shifts, Δφ c (cj, ci) = − Δφ c (ci, cj), if channel ci is leading in phase with respect to all other channels, Δφ c (ci, cj) will be positive for all j = 1,..., i − 1, i + 1,..., N in Eq. (4). This will result in the largest value of its phase potential, i.e.,
On the other hand, those channels, leading some of the channels while following others, will have small absolute CFPP values, |Φ p | ≈ 0°, since some Δφ c (ci, cj) summands will be positive, while the others will be negative. Analogously, for channels following most others, CFPP will have large negative values. In this way, all channels should form an order (series) with respect to values of their CFPP (Φ p ). In Eqs. (1)- (4), CFPS and CFPP were treated as angular random variables and adequate arithmetic and statistical formulas were used (please refer to [12] , Appendices A-E). These calculations were performed for each of the 60 1-s epochs and the 60 CFPP values were angularly averaged to obtain the final data.
New complexity measures
As an example, in Table 1 , we present values for averaged CFPP, in the descending order, obtained for one of the subjects. In this work, we shall concentrate on this order and our aim will be to construct topographic graphs reflecting this order. For each individual and each state, such a graph contains 13 directed edges (arrows), the first one originating from the channel with the highest positive value of CFPP, while the last one is ending at the channel position with of the most negative one. According to the angular nature of CFPP, large negative and large positive values are in fact in most cases close to each other; therefore, the last channel could be further connected to the first one also by one arrow (the 14th one), forming a closed loop. An intriguing question is the topographic geometry of these loops-whether, and in which cases, they form more or less complex patterns. Two examples, one with a simpler, close to circular, and the other with a more complex pattern, are presented in Fig. 1 . They were recorded from the same individual in wake and drowsy states, while the corresponding numerical data, together with their channel marks, are given in Table 1 .
In this work, we shall introduce three unconventional complexity measures, suited for these loops. One is connected to the way in which a loop encircles the topographic center (we named it conditionally Bcircular complexity^), the second one is related to the total geometrical length contained in such a loop (Blongitudinal complexity^), while the third one counts the number of points in which all arrows intersect (Bintersecting complexity^). For comparison, we measured some geometrical loop elements as functions of the ordered EEG channel sequence and calculated FD of these dependences. The aim was to explore which approach-this conventional FD, or the new set of proposed measures, is more sensitive to complexity differences that appear between these loops in the resting wake and drowsy states.
Circular complexity
Let us start by introducing geometrical topographic angles at which each arrow is seen from the center of the scalp. Previously, projected planar (X,Y) coordinates of each EEG electrode had to be determined. Suppose that angle between electrode positions T4 and F8 is to be calculated (Fig. 2) .
If (X T4 ,Y T4 ) and (X F8 ,Y F8 ) are their respective coordinates, then the angle at which this arrow is seen from the scalp center (indicated by a triangle) is calculated as angle difference:
In fact, command BATAN2^from MATLAB was used in the actual calculations:
since it fixes the output angle range to [− 180°, + 180°]. Let further c 1 , c 2 , ..., c 14 be a particular channel sequence (order) determined by the decreasing values of CFPP. Let us denote with α(c j, c j + 1 ) angle at which the arrow, connecting channels (c j ,c j + 1 ), is seen from the topographic center. Then, a topological angular measure, describing the scalp center encircling behavior of the particular loop, marked by α enc , could be calculated by summing these 14 angles
For closed loops, this quantity can only acquire values 2kπ, k = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ..., where parameter k denotes the number of times the loop encircles the center, regardless of its shape or local intersections. A few examples, with artificially constructed loops, demonstrating typical cases for small values of k, are presented in Fig. 3 . In addition, the sign of α enc corresponds with the direction of the loop orientation-it is positive for anticlockwise and negative for the clockwise orientation.
Longitudinal complexity
Obviously, circular complexity is not sufficient to quantify overall complexity of the CFPP loops. Two loops can have identical values of α enc (for instance 360°, making one encirclement around the center), but different longitudinal complexities-one consisting of short arrows, connecting only topographically adjacent channels, while the other one could be characterized by considerably longer arrows. Let r(c j ,c j + 1 ) be the topographic length of the line connecting channels c j and c j + 1 . For channels T4 and F8, as in previous example from Fig. 2 , the length is calculated as Euclidean distance.
In order to estimate longitudinal complexity of a CFPP loop, it is necessary to sum all connecting lines:
This quantity is positively correlated with this type of loop complexity, since simple loops consist mostly of short arrows, connecting topographically closely positioned electrodes (as in Fig. 1a) , while in more complex loops distant electrodes are connected (as in Fig. 1b) . Contrary to α enc and due to the symmetric nature of r(c j ,c j + 1 ), r tot does not contain information about the loop orientation.
Intersecting complexity
Two loops could also differ in the number of points where arrows intersect with each other. It is obvious that in Fig. 1b , which contains a more complex graph, the number of intersecting points is greater than in Fig. 1a , where a simpler loop appears. If we mark them with (n int ) w for wake and (n int ) d for drowsy, then (n int ) w = 0, (n int ) d = 15. While in this case, (n int ) w and (n int ) d turned to be extremely different, in the whole tested group more subtle differences might occur, and it was necessary to test them statistically. Counting of intersection points was done by a custom MATLAB program. Each arrow was treated as a straight line passing through two points, determined by its electrode positions. For each pair of lines, not sharing the same electrode, coordinates of the intersection point were calculated analytically and the point was counted as valid if it fell between positions of electrodes of each arrow.
Conventional complexity tests
In order to estimate complexity of CFPP loops, one possible conventional approach could be to plot α(c j ,c j + 1 ) and r(c j ,c j + 1 ) as functions of the ordered channels c j , j = 1, ..., 13, resulting in a pair of one-dimensional short signals for each individual and each state. They could be further analyzed with existing complexity algorithms. Examples of such plots, for one of the subjects, are presented in Fig. 4a, b . The assumption here is that more complex loops should produce more complex plots. We computed FD values for all 40 plots: 20 for α(c j ,c j + 1 ) = f(c j ) and 20 for r(c j ,c j + 1 ) = f(-cj), ten for each state, using the NLD algorithm. We used this method since the number of channels was 14 (< 30) [10] . For clarity, let these measures be marked as 
Circular, longitudinal, and intersecting complexity tests
Results
Topographic loops of alpha phase potentials
Topographic loops of alpha phase potentials, obtained for all subjects in both states, are presented in Fig. 5 . Numeration of the subjects corresponds to that presented in Tables 2, 3 , and 4. Except for two extreme cases (individuals 5 and 9), where simple circular loops appeared in wake, it is not easy to determine visually whether there are differences in complexity between loops belonging to wake and drowsy states.
Fractal dimension
Fractal dimension results, obtained by applying the NLD method, marked previously as FD Table 2 . These short signals exhibited relatively high FD values for all individuals. This is a positive fact, since NLD algorithm does not introduce any systematic overestimation in the high FD region [10] . In 7/10 individuals FD of α(c j ,c j + 1 ) = f(c j ) was decreased, while it was decreased for r(c j ,c j + 1 ) = f(c j ) in 4/10 cases. However, when tested with Wilcoxon's signedranks test, differences between wake and drowsy states were not significant neither for FD To confirm this, we analyzed the same signals with Higuchi's algorithm, and the statistical results did not change-both differences were not significant. Higuchi's algorithm only produced FD results with increased scattering, as it was expected (not shown).
Circular and longitudinal complexity
Results obtained with two newly adopted complexity measures, α enc ð Þ st i and r tot ð Þ st i , are presented in Table 3 . The results related to (α enc ) i st showed a positive difference between drowsy and wake in 7/10 individuals. This points towards an increase in anticlockwise circularity in the CFPP closed loops during the wake-to-drowsy transition. For example, in individual 1, two clockwise encirclements were reduced to one, and for individual 2, no encirclements in wake turned to one anticlockwise encirclement in drowsy, etc. In 2/10 individuals the number of encirclements was not changed-individual 5 had one anticlockwise, while individual 10 exhibited one clockwise encirclement in both states. Interestingly enough, in only 1/10 subjects a negative difference was detected, corresponding to an increase in the clockwise circularity. Disregarding the loop orientation, if we concentrate only on the number of encirclements, in 2/10 individuals we detected two encirclements in the wake state (individuals 1 and 4), in both cases being reduced to only one in the state of drowsiness.
Results pertaining to (r tot ) i st are more clear-in 9/10 cases we detected an increase in longitudinal complexity during the wake-to-drowsy transition.
As opposed to 
Intersecting complexity
Results regarding the number of intersections for each subject in each of the two states are presented in Table 4 . Here we also obtained a more clear result than with FD. In 8/10 individuals (n int ) i st was increased in drowsy, while in those subjects where it was decreased (individuals 6 and 8), the amount of decrease was minimal.
Again, Wilcoxon's signed-ranks test showed that (n int ) i w vs. (n int ) i d were significantly different: Z = − 2.501, p = 0.012.
Discussion
In recent years, human alpha activity was mostly studied as an oscillatory phenomenon connected to events/triggers in event related experiments, where alpha waves were time or phase locked to an external stimulus. Within this paradigm, alpha Fig. 1 and Table 1 amplitude was found to change in both directions, defined by event related synchronization/desynchronization (ERS/ERD).
For example, ERS is present in situations where an individual withholds or controls the execution of a reaction, thus 
in wake and drowsy states and their differences, calculated by the NLD algorithm. Due to numerical error, some data exceed the theoretical upper limit FD = 2, which is normal for short signal segments [10] corresponding to a local cortical inhibitory top-down process [15] . In event-related experiments, a change in alpha phase was also observed (alpha phase reset) [15] . On the other hand, in experiments involving mental tasks, alpha amplitude was thought to reflect idling or inhibition in task irrelevant cortical areas [27] . However, in these and similar studies, attention was directed towards event or task related alpha activity, while interest for spontaneous, state dependent alpha was far less present. In this paper, we tried to extract some new information within this latter framework. In spontaneous recordings, topographic sequence of alpha phases is caused by the activity of a complex and inherent cortical alpha generating mechanism, present in every individual. Ordered series of CFPP values determines the corresponding ordered series of EEG channels. However, this does not mean that in every single recorded epoch the same CFPP order is observed, but rather that the obtained order corresponds to an average phase behavior during the recording period. Actually, it represents the temporal sequence in which a particular phase of an alpha wave appears on the associated scalp region. This in turn should correspond to the sequence of excitations/inhibitions, present in the underlying cortical regions, since alpha activity occupies frequencies below the critical one (~15 Hz), within which this correspondence is preserved and above which it disappears [29] .
The problem of phase synchronization as well as influence of volume conduction on its measurement has been addressed by a number of authors [17, 25, 33, 36] . As pointed by Lachaux et al. [17] , when measuring phase synchrony, it is important to detach phase calculations from signal amplitudes. As these quantities are intricately linked in coherency, they advise to use pure phase synchrony (or locking) rather than coherency, where phase shift appears as angular argument of a complex number. Our method of calculating both CFPS and CFPP does exactly that-it eliminates influence of signal amplitudes on both of these angular quantities. When observing Eq. (1), it is true that amplitudes of Fourier components serve as weighting factors. However, because of the linearity of Fourier spectra, it is clear that if, e.g., the first signal is amplified/attenuated by a factor c, all A c1,i become cA c1,i and the value of Δφ c is preserved. When measuring brain connectivity, it is important to avoid, as much as possible, influence of volume conduction, as it may passively increase the outcome. To overcome this, several new approaches were proposed to reduce the unwanted effect, such as imaginary part of coherency [25] , although it was criticized [33] as being dependent on both signal amplitudes and magnitude of the phase shift; phase lag index [33] and more recently, its weighted version [36] . Having all this in mind, it is necessary to point out that in our present work we are not dealing with a classical notion of connectivity between brain sites, even not with intensity of phase synchrony/locking. Our goal here was only to establish a phase order of channels, based on all detected mutual phase shifts, and study its topographic complexity. Naturally, these shifts may be having a greater or a lesser degree of phase locking, but here we were only extracting their average (expected) values over the 60 1-s epochs. This was done because firstly, our focus here was to derive new complexity measures of these CFPP loops, and secondly, because we had analyzed extensively intensity of CFPS phase locking in our previous work [12] . Exact influence of volume conduction on the obtained phase orders is yet to be determined in a separate study. However, here we can only qualitatively argue that this impact may not be as critical as in other connectivity/synchrony measurements, based on the fact that volume conduction instantaneously spreads influence from a source to a pair of sensors. It is therefore not to expect that any detected phase shift should be significantly altered, especially for frequencies below 100 Hz [34] . More, it is known that volume conduction predominantly influences spatially close sensors. If volume conduction had a considerable effect on detected phase shifts, one should expect that, in most of our tested individuals, topographically adjacent channels had only small CFPS values, whereas our former results showed otherwise [12] . Analysis of detailed neural mechanisms responsible for the obtained alpha CFPS and the derived CFPP loops surpasses objectives of this work. However, according to our view, it is more likely that these oscillations have some properties of standing than of traveling waves, as described in [23] and in [26] , although the situation is even more complex and probably cannot be reduced to these two types only. Namely, it was known from early 1970s, after studying human alpha EEG fields (e.g., [19, 20] ) that alpha activity could be segmented into Bmicro states,^during which topographic locations of potential local extrema tend to be static or move very slightly within a small scalp region, while the polarity alternates according to the momentary alpha phase. During the next waxing/waning period of alpha power, the process repeats itself with different extrema positions. We are most probably detecting superimposed phase relations of all recorded micro states, and it would be an intriguing future task to decompose these complex CFPP loops into components belonging to different micro states. Comparison of CFPP loops showed that they were different in each of the measured individuals (Fig. 5) , reflecting also topographic differences in the underlying mechanism of alpha generation.
Regarding the circular complexity results, it is clear that this type of complexity increases with the absolute value of α enc . It is less clear, however, whether loops with no encirclements are to be considered more complex than those with one encirclement. Nevertheless, in 2/10 cases, we had a reduction in this type of circular complexity, while in 8/10 cases the question is still open. Presently, there are some unanswered questions regarding circular behavior of CFPP loops. Since in all 20 measurements we had detected only two cases of two encirclements, in the future, it would be interesting to see whether loops with |α enc | > 720°w ill appear in human population (and under which experimental conditions); more, whether the loop orientation is related to human handedness; further, how is it changing in neurological as well as psychiatric disorders; finally, why is the anticlockwise circularity increasing during the wake-to-drowsy transition. One possible explanation for the last question could be that, since mean population α enc was changed from − 180°in wake to 36°i n drowsy, clockwise orientation might be prevailing in the normal population during the wake, dynamically more organized brain. In the drowsy state, on the other hand, alpha activity reduces in amplitude [4] , alpha carrier frequency phase locking decreases [12] , correlation dimension of alpha generators decreases [13] and longitudinal and intersecting complexities of CFPP loops both increase. All these changes point towards drowsiness as being a more disorganized brain state, since it is a transition between two well, but differently organized brain states: full wakefulness and NREM sleep. Hence, in drowsiness, clockwise circularity might consequently be decreased and both orientations become equally probable. However, more measurements are necessary to definitely confirm this hypothesis.
From the graph theory point of view, we are dealing with directed, cyclic, strongly connected graphs of the 14th order, with one connected component and with degree of all vertices equal to two. More importantly, the coordinates of vertices are fixed and dependent on the montage. These particular circumstances allowed us to propose and apply these simple new complexity measures, which were not derived from nonlinear dynamics, but related to and adjusted to specific loop geometry, as opposed to more general measures already described in the literature, such as graph entanglement [3, 32] or graph entropy [31] . The latter two quantities are designed to measure complexity of a broader scale of graph types and are not sufficiently flexible to be applied to our rather specific class of graphs. For example, entanglement of a graph, E(G) = 0 if and only if G is acyclic, while E(G) = 1 if and only if G is not acyclic, and in every strongly connected component of G there is a node whose removal makes the component acyclic. Therefore, all our obtained CFPP loops would have E(G) = 1. On the other hand, graph entropy, en(G), for our class of graphs depends only on the number of vertices and for complete graphs with n vertices en(G) = log 2 (n), independent on any other graph property. We hope that the proposed complexity measures could help detect subtle differences in other similar EEG topographic distributions, or even more generally, in any other graphs with fixed vertex positions.
Conclusions
Complexity of human alpha CFPP topographic loops, defined as closed circular directed graphs with fixed vertex positions, differs when recorded in wake and drowsy states. However, in most cases, the differences were not apparent, and fractal dimension, as a conventional complexity measure, was not able to detect them. By using the three new complexity measures introduced in this work, we were able to verify their differences statistically: longitudinal and intersecting complexities, as well as anticlockwise circularity were increased in drowsy.
Physiological conclusion: sequence of topographic sites where a particular spontaneous human alpha phase appears, representing a topographic trajectory of scalp excitations/ inhibitions is more complex in drowsy than in wake.
Methodological conclusion: in certain special cases, such as directed circular graphs with fixed vertex positions, our approach proved to be very sensitive for detecting subtle changes in complexity and could be used on other graphs with similar properties.
